
BibMatch
what I’m doing now

arXiv-ID

[037__a::ADD(037__a:,)]

DOI

[0247_a::ADD(0247_a:,)]

1st author + CNUM

[100__a::LIMW(COMMA,R)::ADD(author:",*")] [773__w::ADD(773__w:)]

authors + title

[100__a::LIMW(COMMA,R)::ADD(author:",*")]

[700__a::LIMW(COMMA,R)::ADD(author:",*")] 

[245__a::DOWN::EXP(-,1)

::REP(corrigendum,)::REP(erratum,)::REP(addendum,)::REP(publisher.s note,)

::REP( with , )::REP( from , )::SUP(PUNCT, )::SUP(NUM,)::MINL(4)

::WORDS(3,R)::ADD(exacttitle:)::REP( , exacttitle:)]

Like a filter, the mesh becomes wider: 

unique identifier first, then more and more general searches



what is called fuzzy (I believe)

We run BibMatch on one xml per harvest, i.e. mixed articles – not one xml per record.

We try to run records with CNUM separately, otherwise:

[1st author +CNUM]   gives nice result independent of renaming of titles

If new record has no CNUM the search is called incomplete,  searches only for author, 

finds something (of course) and never does author + title search

The search query must be chosen depending on the new record

Improvement: if requested field is not in new record -> no match

Caution: when matching PubNotes without volume or issue.

What needs to be in the search an what in the validator? 



what is called fuzzy (I believe)

If a given step fails a fuzzy search is constructed automatically along given rules.

The result of this should be called fuzzy as compared to the original search.

What I would like:

authors: 

‘normal search’ – first 2 (1) authors (didn’t manage to do this with BibConvert)

‘fuzzy search’ – one of the 2 authors or collaboration (currently this is hardcoded)

title:

‘normal search’ - 3 good words or something intelligent (currently first 3 words)

‘fuzzy search’ – any pair of 2 words out of this (currently this is hardcoded)

I need 700 for fuzzy author search if there are more than 1 author.

If no 700 in new record -> incomplete search (as in CNUM example)

The search query must be chosen depending on the new record

Improvement: exception for 700 if 100 exists

or specify ‘author’ in query and the code does something intelligent.



Validation of authors

Standard comparison:

field_comparisons = get_paired_comparisons(\

original_record_values,matched_record_values, ignore_order)

I.e. a matrix is build of N_author**2 and the matching pairs counted.

This (more or less) crashes for large number of authors.

Improvement: take 2 lists, search for 1st author of one list in other, take the pair out.

Chances are they come in same order. Found all authors?

In Practice: found all of the 1st ~20 authors would be enough.

When are 2 authors identical? This works very good!

Search for authors: it has to be invenio style.

Index equivalent to ‘fin a’ would be great.

Currently search only for last name and leave it for the validator.



Validation of title

compare_fieldvalues_title:

difflib.SequenceMatcher(None, str1.lower().strip(), str2.lower().strip()).ratio()

We have to do better, more dedicated comparison.

Ignore formula, hyphens, treat acronyms, …

What is a similar enough title?

I don’t use the title in the validator – it’s a pity.



Validation of DOI - Errata

Having the DOI in the validator is great!

But not for errata!!!

We always match them to records with another DOI.

Identify: Errata, Corrigendum, Publisher’s note, … 

Ask publisher to send DOI of original article with the metadata.

Some have the PBN of original article in article. Use for matching.

Ignore buzz-word for matching in title.



Output classes

Unique match:

Exact match on unique identifyer DOI, arXiv

Ambiguous match:

Any other match

No match



Personal opinion

The current definition of query with BibConvert is very flexible but not smart enough.

I would love to do

[arxiv]

[DOI]

[PBN]

[reportnumber]

[author] [CNUM]

[author] [title]

And the code has a smart default way (defined in python) what to do with it.


